
New Year's Eve

It's finally New Year's, and at DEMS for USA we couldn't be more excited to be done with 2020.
Though its damage will linger well into the future, brighter days are ahead of us. Our
made-in-the-USA glasses are ideal for any celebration – virtual or otherwise.

Put the "party" in Democratic party. Then, after the ball has dropped, break out the party favors and
gift bags - your virtual guests won’t want to leave this year without some sort of totem to keep it
away permanently.

Speak Your Mind Even if Your Voice Shakes

For the guests who prefer a fine cabernet to champagne on New Year's, our RBG wine glasses are
perfect for any occasion. They do, however, seem perfectly fit for a celebration both somber and
full of hope. Though she's gone, legions have pledged to live by her example. So don't leave out the
young idealist at the zoom party, let them know that their voice always has a place in the public
discourse.

Swat the Liars Flyswatter

No New Year's celebration is complete without some well-defined sense of humor. These fly
swatters, memorializing the most trivially memorable moment in the Pence debate, are perfect to
place around the house. A flyswatter may seem old fashioned, but we just elected a man who still
rides the railway. Guests and friends will get a kick out of their multi-purpose use, for both flies and
Trump supporters who stumbled into the wrong house.

Biden Harris Cotton T Shirt

Arrive at the party dressed for a new year and a new administration. These 100% cotton shirts,
made right here in the USA, are a great way to show support and enthusiasm. Hope is what New
Year's should always be focused on. We understand that we are currently a very divided nation, but
the one thing we can all share is the optimism of a brighter tomorrow.

American Flag Facemask

If you're going to attend a social gathering in person this New Year's, do it in safety and style. In a
nation that stands divided, never forget that it's still under one flag, and having one on your face
offsets anyone accusing you of being on the wrong side of the argument. So solidify your
commitment to American democracy, and make sure your friends and family party responsibly as
well.

Fuck Trump Whiskey Glass

Because some people need a few spirits to loosen the tongue enough to say it aloud, be sure the
words are right on the glass when the time comes. Prudes can simply raise the durable glass in
agreement. Perfect for a New Year's celebration themed around sending the orange man off with
just the right tone.

Biden Harris Pint in Color

Any liquid is going to go down more smoothly in a pint glass proudly displaying who you or a
friend voted for, and these hardware pint glasses do so in a bold, democrat blue. Break out a 4-pack,



or just enjoy one for yourself on the final day of what was an interminable year.


